Annual Meeting 2009

29 Teaching Session: Why Great Leaders Don't Take "Yes" For an Answer: The Need For Constructive Conflict  
Joseph Paesani, FSA, MAAA; Michael Roberto*

43 Management & Personal Development Section Continental Breakfast: Review of Recent Executive Books  
Kevin F. Leavey, FSA, MAAA; Paula M. Hodges, FSA, MAAA; Joseph Paesani, FSA, MAAA

53 Panel Discussion: Modeling Human Behavior  
Scott D. Haglund, FSA, MAAA; Richard Carlson Leavitt, ASA, MAAA; Chris E. Stehno*

Life Spring Meeting 2009

37 MPD Section Cont. Breakfast: Review of Recent Executive Books  
Meg Weber  
(Handout Not Available)

Health Spring Meeting 2009

1 MPD Section Cont. Breakfast: Review of Recent Executive Books  
Jeff Stock, FSA

51 IF A Game of Inches  
Edward C. Cymerys, FSA, MAAA; Olga T. Jacobs, FSA, MAAA; Paul Joseph Knepp, ASA, MAAA

Annual Meeting 2008

6 Management & Personal Development Continental Breakfast–Review of Recent Executive Books  
Paula M. Hodges, FSA, MAAA; Kevin F. Leavey, FSA, MAAA

24 Being the Bad Guy (Communicating News to Executives)  
Kevin F. Leavey, FSA, MAAA; Dennis Becker, BS, MA, Ph.D.; Michael E. Shunney*

116 How to Host a Business Planning Event  
Kevin F. Leavey, FSA, MAAA; Morrie Allen Bunnell, FSA, MAAA; Vincent J. Granieri, FSA, MAAA, EA

Life Spring Meeting 2008

1 Management & Personal Development and Actuary of the Future Section Reception–Building Diversity into the Workplace  
Michael M. Braunstein, ASA, MAAA; Sufang Cui, FSA; John W. Robinson, FSA, MAAA

Michael M. Braunstein, ASA, MAAA; John West Hadley*

33 Management & Personal Development Section Continental Breakfast: Review of Recent Executive Books
Faisal Siddiqi, FSA, FCIA; Mary Pat Campbell, FSA, MAAA

39 Skills Needed to Climb the Corporate Ladder
Mark M. Yu, FSA, MAAA; Barclay Burns*; Anthony Galioto*

65 Enterprise Risk Mismanagement or Looking for Trouble—Real-Life Examples of What Went Wrong
Michael M. Braunstein, ASA, MAAA; Bill Stewart*; Rostislav Zilber, FSA, MAAA

91 For All the Marbles: Effective Negotiation Skills—Part 1
Michael M. Braunstein, ASA, MAAA

103 For All the Marbles: Effective Negotiation Skills—Part 2
Michael M. Braunstein, ASA, MAAA

Health Spring Meeting 2008

1 Reception—Speed Networking for "Young" Actuaries
Meg Weber, MBA, MED; Margaret Resce Milkint; Mary Kilkenny

9 A Mentor's Guide for New Entrepreneurs: How to Hit the Ground Running
David V. Axene, FSA, MAAA, FCA; Lina S. Cheung, FSA, MAAA, FCA; William C. Cutlip, FSA, MAAA, FCA

55 Views of the Future for the General Labor Market and the Next Frontier for Actuaries
Meg Weber, MBA, MED*; Mark Warshawsky, Ph.D.*; Susan R. Sames, FSA, MAAA

64 Skills Needed to Climb the Corporate Ladder
Rioma Kam, FSA, MAAA; Bob Morand*; S. Michael McLaughlin, FSA, MAAA; Alice Rosenblatt, FSA, MAAA

68 Management & Personal Development Section Continental Breakfast: Review of Recent Executive Books
Scott D. Haglund, FSA, MAAA; Carlos A. Sanchez–Fuentes, FSA, MAAA, FCA

81 And now...Heeeeere's Johnny! (Handout Not Available)
Jeffrey M. Stock, FSA, MAAA; Bob Morand*